Absent: Sumin*, Maggie*, Kelly*, Xiaoyue*, Aquil*, Lotta*
Tardy:

Proposed Constitutional Amendment:
Current Constitution stipulations for GRT selection does not reflect what we have done for the past two rounds of GRT selection. Propose revision to either:
   a) Select a committee to interview and rank candidates on behalf of the house.
   b) Select a committee to review applications and develop a shortlist of candidates who are then voted on by the entire house.

Points of discussion:
   • Suggestion to explicitly include a clause that tells GRT to ask for endorsements and opinions from other house members.
   • Committee selection discussion should be transparent if not open to entire house.
   • GRT choice is important; house should have a say.
   • House implicitly has a say in selecting a committee to make the choice.
   • It is easier to get 4-5 people to meet all candidates and discuss and make a choice than to get the entire house to do so.

House vote: Option (a) passes.

Formation of committee to amend the constitution
Elizabeth, Adam, and Caitlin will be on the committee.

Officer Reports:

President Sophie:  Summer storage: This year New House is allocating doubles to houses for summer storage. More logistics to come.

VP/Housing Rashed:  Thank you for an efficient housing lottery.

Trésorier Rashed:  Remember that you cannot be reimbursed for alcohol. If there is any alcohol at all on your receipt it will not go through. Be aware.

Secretary Eliz:  Website is updated.

Food Steward Xiaoyue:  
   1) Only use what is indicated on your spreadsheet
   2) Sign-out fruits are back.
   3) Menus need to be in on time. No excuses.
   4) More Tupperware is here. Take care of it.
   5) Keep the kitchen pantry tidy.
   6) Move gardés out of the drinks fridge.

Sporty Anna&Steven:  Nothing.

REX Chairs:  Nothing.
Social Emma & Maggie: Semiformal success! Dance party coming your way.

Education Eliz & Kelly: Note fun labels and vocabulary on the walls.

Tech Chair Steven: Nothing.

Environmental Sasha: See your emails for a call for photos. Send originals; don’t tell us to look on facebook. Propose vacuuming after dinner.

NH rep Caitlin: See your emails for updates at NH meetings. Ask me for minutes.

GRTs: Suggest ideas for study breaks!

Senior Brunch Discussion:
Proposed budget for senior brunch: $95 for food and $70 for gifts. **YES: 7 NO: ABSTAIN: 2**
Sign up for cooking.